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FEATURES





[image: ]Reservation Management
In-house guest sales/support & the best reservation folio you'll ever use.
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[image: ]Task Manager
Housekeeping, maintenance, & inspections made fool-proof.
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[image: ]Channel Manager
Full integrations with Vrbo, Airbnb, & hundreds of other top marketplaces.
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[image: ]Listing Optimization
Content crafted to deliver more guests to your doors.
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[image: ]Reports & Analytics
Actionable insights & performance indicators to help grow your business.
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[image: ]Unified Inbox & Guest CRM
Automated SMS & email communication & OTA message thread integration.
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[image: ]Owners & Trust Accounting
Produce owner statements, pay bills, process taxes, & track money in & out.
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[image: ]Revenue Management
Earn more with ongoing data insights from professional revenue managers.
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[image: ]Integrations
Boost efficiency with hundreds of avilable connections

[image: ]Website Development
Direct bookings via your own customized website



SOFTWARE FEATURES
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VACATION RENTAL SOLUTIONS
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CiiRUS Protect
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Features & Solutions

Contact UsFAQReservation managementGuest inbox & CRMOwners & trust accountingProperty care task managerChannel managerReports & analyticsListing optimizationRevenue managementWebsite developmentCiiRUS ProtectCiiRUS Rent AssuredCiiRUS PayIntegrationsWishlist



PricingTestimonialsResources

OnboardingAbout UsBlogLearning GroupsHelp CenterContact UsFAQRequest a FeatureWishlist



LoginTake a demo
Book a demoFree Trial




welcome to...
More than just vacation rental software
CiiRUS is more than just vacation rental software. We blend proven technology with hands-on partnership to drive efficiency & grow your revenue - real SOLUTIONS for your business.
Book a demoFree Trial
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More than just vacation rental management software
CiiRUS is more than just software. We marry proven technology with hands-on partnership to drive efficiency & grow your revenue.
Take a demo
Discover CiiRUS Plus
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trusted by vacation rental industry leaders since 2008
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don't lose count!
World-class short-term rental accounting tools



Owner statements
Centrally track all income & expenses, pay owners, charge vendors, & distribute branded owner statements directly from the software. 
Learn More
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Trust accounting
Easily track & distinguish payouts, expenses, & commissions with ongoing reconciliation & advanced reports.
Learn More
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Quickbooks integration (optional)
If you use Quickbooks for operational account, transactions in CiiRUS can map to your ledgers in Quickbooks Online or Quickbooks Professional.
Learn More
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additional information can be added here

Book a demo



professional management made simple
Elite reservation management tools for hosts of all sizes



Unified Calendar
Your workday on one screen. Handle rates, quotes & reservations from all channels including Airbnb, Vrbo, and your website, as well as your property care tasks all in one place.
Learn More
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Cleaning, maintenance, & inspections
Create deeply customizable checklists & tasks for property care staff, & track it all from a cutting-edge mobile app.
Learn More
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Inbox & guest chat automation
Streamline the guest lifecycle with text messages, emails, and Airbnb & Vrbo chats - all driven by powerful automations.
Learn More
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additional information can be added here

Book a demo

Features
The full vacation rental manager's toolkit


[image: ]Channel Manager
Real-time full-data sync with Airbnb, Vrbo, & more. No third parties required! Save time and money by connecting directly from CiiRUS.
Learn More
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[image: ]Owners & Trust Accounting
Centrally track all income & expenses, charge or pay owners, & distribute branded owner statements directly from the software. 
Learn More
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[image: ]Cleaning & Maintenance
Managing cleaning, maintenance, & inspections with software has never been easier. Create deeply customizable checklists & tasks for property care staff, & track it all from the cutting-edge mobile app.
Learn More
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[image: ]Guest Inbox & CRM
Automate every beat of the guest lifecycle with text messages, emails & chats, driven by powerful automation tools. Boost revenue & guest satisfaction with the built-in GuestPass app.
Learn More
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[image: ]Reports & Analytics
Gain rich insights to your business with key performance tracking, customizable grids, & more than 50 instant reports.
Learn More
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[image: ]Direct Booking Website
Work with our in-house web developers on your own mobile-friendly booking site. Leverage SEO & marketing tools to take your brand to the next level.,
Learn More
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pricing
Simple monthly fees, with no commission!

Get a quote from our solutions consultants









Thank you! We'll be in touch!

Oops! Check your entries and try again.



CiiRUS Pro
Popular



  
    
    
      
    
  
  
  

	The full PMS & distribution toolkit for hosting pros with more than 5 listings 


$25
/ listing

See More

CiiRUS Lite


  
    
    
      
    
  
  
  

	The essential tools for hosts in growth mode with fewer than 5 listings


$10
/ listing

Coming Soon!



TESTIMONIALS
What our rockstar customers say
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Sarah B
27 homes


"Implementation with CiiRUS was as seamless a transition as it could have been given the large amount of data that we had to bring over. Switching software companies definitely feels daunting, so we love that the CiiRUS team is available to help any time we need!"
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Gina P
426 homes


“We continue to be impressed with the responsiveness, creativity, dedication, and professionalism of the whole CiiRUS team. I am confident CiiRUS will continue taking the lead in software innovation and customer satisfaction”
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Terry W
34 homes


“Awesome software. I chose CiiRUS because I thought it was the best software, and the company had a better understanding of the industry. The software is world class, easy to learn and use."
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Jessica G
25 homes


“Excellent customer service. Always there to assist. I would recommend CiiRUS to any VRM looking for a supportive team and great system.”
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Rafael N
9 homes


“I love using CiiRUS! It's a lifesaver. The customer service is outstanding, and the software makes our daily property operations so much more efficient.”
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Mandi S
21 homes


"We're so glad we switched from our old software. CiiRUS meets all our needs, and the team is very helpful, wanting us to succeed. Our bookings are up, and our errors are way down. CiiRUS is always right!"
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Nicole L
17 homes


"What my team loves most so far about CiiRUS is the customer service! They are amazing to work with and always respond promptly. I really feel like they take the time to listen to us and to help us navigate through the learning experience."
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Paul S
45 homes


"Onboarding with CiiRUS was awesome. From initial consult, to implementation, to using it on a daily basis, the whole process has been seamless."
























[image: San Francisco Icon - Saasy Webflow Template]
Tracy R
31 homes


"We truly love using CiiRUS as our short-term rental management platform. They continue to add new features and support. They truly help me and my team manage all of our properties."



























[image: Los Angeles - Saasy Webflow Template]
Trina N
123 homes


"I have worked with many property management systems in the past and Ciirus is by far the most useful and informative. The option of creating your own reports based upon what information you may need has been extremely helpful in terms of revenue management as well as operations."
























[image: New York - Saasy Webflow Template]
Lisa E
27 homes


"CiiRUS is easy to use and keeps us organized. If we need help, the support team responds the same day.  With CiiRUS, we've been able to deliver a better service to our clients and have doubled our reservations. Overall a fantastic company."
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Natasha F
18 homes


"CiiRUS makes my day-to-day activities much easier. I would be lost without this system and am very grateful for the support I receive from their customer service team when I need help!"
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View more testimonials

Our Clients
Happy customers
Discover how CiiRUS has helped hundreds of vacation rental managers succeed.
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“CiiRUS makes vacation rental management way easier! The team is always working to improve their product.”
[image: ]Kerry Nice
Titanium PM


[image: ]Kerry Nice
Titanium PM
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“Awesome software. I chose CiiRUS because I thought it was the best software, and the company had a better understanding of the industry. The software is world class, easy to learn and use."
[image: ]Terry Whyte
AMI Beach Rentals
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AMI Beach Rentals
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“CiiRUS fully considers the property management company, and is open to all of our ideas and suggestions.”
[image: ]Sydney Dirling
Greenway Vacation Rentals
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Greenway Vacation Rentals
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"CiiRUS has made my day so much easier. Out of all the software I've used in my years, CiiRUS is by far the best.”
[image: ]Catherine Medina
Maxima Management
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Maxima Management
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“I couldn't ask for better. The CiiRUS team is always quick to respond. We are truly glad we went with them."
[image: ]Nikki DeVeronica
Dream Orlando Rentals
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Dream Orlando Rentals
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“Excellent customer service. Always there to assist. I would recommend CiiRUS to any VRM looking for a supportive team and great system.”
[image: ]Jessica Gabbard
PMI Management
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PMI Management
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“I love using CiiRUS! It's a lifesaver. The customer service is outstanding, and the software makes our daily property operations so much more efficient.”
[image: John Carter - Saasy Webflow Template]Rafael Nunes
1st Choice Management


[image: John Carter - Saasy Webflow Template]Rafael Nunes
1st Choice Property Management
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"We're so glad we switched from our old software. CiiRUS meets all our needs, and the team is very helpful, wanting us to succeed. Our bookings are up, and our errors are way down. CiiRUS is always right!"
[image: ]Mandi Shaw
Gemini Vacations
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Gemini Vacations
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“We continue to be impressed with the responsiveness, creativity, dedication, and professionalism of the whole CiiRUS team. I am confident CiiRUS will continue taking the lead in software innovation and customer satisfaction”
[image: ]Gina Paglialonga
Teeming VR
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Teeming Vacation Rentals
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Take a demo

Fully mobile
Your vacation rental business on the go
We know professional management is rarely a desk job. All major modules are fully mobile optimized, so you stay plugged in from the field.
Book a demo
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Integrations
Over 100+ Direct Connections
Directly connect to Airbnb & Vrbo, payment processors, insurers, & smart-home companies - no % fees or 3rd parties required!
Featured integrations
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Pricing
Choose a Plan
We offer pricing plans that fit all business types and sizes. Compare and find the best plan for you.

No items found.





The latest from the blog
Stay up to date about new features, events, & industry education

[image: Josh Parry]November 21, 2023

What Is A Channel Manager and How To Choose the Right One 
Learn More
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[image: Josh Parry]July 24, 2023

Vacation Rental Revenue Management – The Ultimate Guide 
Learn More
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[image: Josh Parry]July 10, 2023

5 Tips To Quickly Boost Underperforming Vacation Rental Listings on OTAs 
Learn More
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View all blog posts

FAQs
Frequently Asked Questions
Have questions? We’ve answers. If you can’t find what we are looking for, feel free to get in touch.

Can I request a new feature for Saasy?
[image: Plus Icon - Saasy Webflow Template]
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat. Aenean faucibus nibh et justo cursus id rutrum lorem imperdiet. Nunc ut sem vitae risus tristique posuere.


Can I download Saasy data into Excel or CSV?
[image: Plus Icon - Saasy Webflow Template]
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat. Aenean faucibus nibh et justo cursus id rutrum lorem imperdiet. Nunc ut sem vitae risus tristique posuere.


Does Saasy team offer 1-on-1 support?
[image: Plus Icon - Saasy Webflow Template]
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat. Aenean faucibus nibh et justo cursus id rutrum lorem imperdiet. Nunc ut sem vitae risus tristique posuere.


Can I invite my teammates to Saasy?
[image: Plus Icon - Saasy Webflow Template]
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat. Aenean faucibus nibh et justo cursus id rutrum lorem imperdiet. Nunc ut sem vitae risus tristique posuere.





Blog
Our latest news
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Non eget pharetra nibh mi, neque, purus.

[image: What Is A Channel Manager and How To Choose the Right One ]Guides

December 1, 2023

What Is A Channel Manager and How To Choose the Right One 
Learn More
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[image: Vacation Rental Revenue Management – The Ultimate Guide ]Guides

July 25, 2023

Vacation Rental Revenue Management – The Ultimate Guide 
Learn More
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[image: 5 Tips To Quickly Boost Underperforming Vacation Rental Listings on OTAs ]Guides

July 17, 2023

5 Tips To Quickly Boost Underperforming Vacation Rental Listings on OTAs 
Learn More
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View all Articles

See more and get a pricing quote
Meet with an industry veteran from our team to learn more about CiiRUS and how you can earn more with less stress




Yes, please text me to arrange the demo and provide more information.

Message & data rates may apply. Reply HELP for help, or STOP to unsubscribe from SMS messages. Up to 4 messages per week. View Terms and Privacy.


[image: ]Thank you! We'll be in touch soon!

Click to learn more while you wait.

Oops! Please check your entries and try again.





[image: ]Take a demo or try CiiRUS for free
Book a demoFree Trial

Address
1142 Celebration Blvd,
Kissimmee, FL 34747

Contact
+1 321 251 8020
communications@ciirus.com



© 2024 Copyright CiiRUS INC
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